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HIGH PERFORMANCE GP BUCKETS FROM  

eiengineering WILL IMPROVE THE PRODUCTIVITY 
AND PERFORMANCE OF YOUR EXCAVATOR 

• Better design - digs more material, faster 
       - digs easier, saves fuel 
       - saves time and wages 
• Better built for increased strength and durability  
• Better materials means buckets last longer 
• Stronger design means less downtime and maintenance 
• Suits most types of trenching & mass excavation applications 
• Built to your job requirements 
• Shorter pin to point for better bucket breakout 
 

 Heavy Duty digging Buckets for all excavators 
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GP Buckets are the buckets used in most conditions. They are 
the buckets that excavate the ground from its virgin state and 
are either used to dig trenches or mass excavate large areas of 
ground for foundations, pipes, and all general excavation work 
and are available in a number of sizes calculated to work within 
the safe working loads of the machine.  
These buckets are constantly in different types of harsh condi-
tions, from overburden and sand to clay, rock and all other 
types of natural soil. These buckets are generally fitted with 
teeth which are used to break through the hard surface and 
penetrate the substrate below when earth needs to be removed 
from any particular area. 
Because of their hard working environment, GP buckets are by 
far the most important of all excavator buckets and thus are 
responsible for most of the work the excavator carries out 
throughout its life.  
The impact the design of the GP bucket has on the excavator is 
extremely critical to the reliability, economy and general running 
costs of the excavator as a poorly designed bucket can costs 
thousands more in the long term running costs. 
A well designed bucket can save up to 10 litres of fuel per hour 
on an excavator. This can amount to over $2,000 per year in 
fuel savings alone. 
It is important to remember that a machine is only as good as 
the bucket actually doing the work. A great machine with a 
poorly designed bucket can only produce poor results, but a 
well-designed bucket can make a average machine perform 
well. 
Designed to Dig 
The G.E.T is actually designed to cut efficiently into the  
material, enabling the bucket to be the collection tool so the cut 
material falls into the bucket rather than the material being 
rammed into the bucket by the machine using excessive power 
and fuel. Traditional flat bottomed excavator buckets plow the 
ground, create extra wear on bucket and machine, use more 
fuel and create more machine maintenance. 
eiengineering have designed buckets that enhance the  
capabilities of the excavator with a tapered, double radius back 
plate bucket that follows the G.E.T. through the material, in the 
arc of the excavator arm, collecting full bucket loads quickly and 
efficiently, using less machine power, thus lowering fuel and 
maintenance costs.  
The superior bucket shape, creates a shorter pin to point 
(distance from the front bucket pin to the bucket teeth), which 
provides greater bucket breakout and more power into the 

teeth, without losing any bucket capacity. The taper ensures 
there is minimal bucket drag as it progresses through the cut.  
Bucket Geometry 
Another important design issue is the bucket geometry. Each 
machine has a different geometry and is responsible for two 
main criteria, bucket breakout and the bucket loading and dump 
positions. If the bucket is designed to the geometry of the  
specific machine, it will dig the material at the correct position 
where the most power is generated, collect a full bucket load 
every time, and dump easier. 
Bucket Strength 
As global warming dries and continually hardens the earth’s 
crust, it is becoming more important that bucket manufacturing 
materials are harder and stronger and weld sizes larger to  
ensure that it holds together. Using high tensile steel such as 
Bisalloy, which is 3 times stronger and abrasive resistant than 
mild steel, ensures buckets will be more robust and last longer. 
In harder and more abrasive environments, wear packages  
designed to protect the bucket structure are recommended for 
greater working life and economy  
 
From design to reality... eiengineering attachments are fast  
becoming recognised as a leader in design and innovation for 
the construction equipment industry. 
Quality control is of paramount importance with stringent  
testing of all manufacturing materials and techniques. Checks 
are made throughout the manufacturing process with non-
destruction testing ensuring critical welds will withstand the 
harshest working environments.  
These processes ensure the end user is supplied with the best 
performing products giving the best value for money in the long 
term resulting in greater opportunities and profits. 
eiengineering manufacture a full range of tough and efficient 
excavator buckets, hammer friendly hydraulic and tilting quick 
hitches, grapples, compaction wheels,  
skeleton buckets and rippers for excavators 
and wheel loaders up to 300 tonnes for all  
applications. 

 eiengineering General Purpose Buckets
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eie double radius bucket 
(black) vs. old technology 
single radius bucket (red) 

Bucket follows the teeth 
through cut creating less  
drag 
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